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Quantum effects, structures and phase transitions in Nano-systems have been studied. An
overview is given on the results of our computations on atomic wires, clusters, pore conden-
sates, Bose fluids, elastic properties of model colloids andmodel colloids in external fields.

1 Introduction and General Remarks

Nanostructures in reduced geometry have become an interesting research domain in the
last years. Despite the fact that by experimental techniques many structural-, elastic-,
electronic- and phase- properties of systems in the size of afew nanometers have been
obtained, the theoretical investigations and analyses arestill in an initial stage. This is
partly due to the fact that systems which are far away from thethermodynamic limit (with
infinitely many particles) due to their finite size are difficult to handle by analytical methods
which are suitable for systems with either few particles (2-5) or in the limit of infinitely
many particles. In this field computer simulations have become more and more important
since nano-systems in reduced geometry contain about 10-10.000 particles, which is nearly
ideal for the application of computer simulation methods. Many important results have
been obtained by the support of HPC centers (NIC, HLRS, SSC)1, 2.

Our research on nanostructures is embedded in the Sonderforschungsbereich 513 with
two projects (A11 and B10), in the Transregio-SFB TR6 with project C4, and with a
project in a European Graduate College on soft matter. Besides this our activities are
linked to recent research goals in the European-Science-Foundation programme “Chal-
lenges in Molecular Simulations: Bridging the Length- and Time- Scale Gap (SIMU)”
(http://simu.ubl.ac.be).

The present work contains several new insights into pore condensates and phase transi-
tions and quantum effects in nano-systems in external potentials and reduced geometry. In
the path integral formulation of the partition function a quantum particle is represented by
a classical chain of P “Trotter particles” (P→ ∞), where each Trotter particle interacts har-
monically with its neighbors on the chain and interactions between the quantum particles
are always at the same Trotter particle index. In the path integral simulations performed
on the T3E a very efficient parallel algorithm along the chain-coordinate could be utilized,
putting the system at a given Trotter particle index on one processor, which allowed us to
approach the quantum limit properly by using 64 processors in parallel (P=128), the algo-
rithm only scaling with P. This good scaling property with P allowed us to compute full
phase diagrams of the systems, which otherwise had been a hopeless task. In addition the
Monte Carlo procedure employed requires the computation ofstatistical averages which
can be done very efficiently if averages of system replicas with different initial conditions
are computed in parallel on several processors.
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2 Electronic and Structural Properties of Nano Wires

In this part of the project the structural and electronic properties of atomic gold wires have
been computed. Such systems were studied recently by experimental methods4–6, where
wires have been stretched down to single atom contacts. In this context nanocontacts un-
der stress have been simulated7 using three different interactions: the ’surface embedded
atom’-interaction with a (up to 70 %) reduced electron density turned out to be not suf-
ficiently stable, with Lennard-Jones interactions shifts of planes and single-atom contacts
have been observed, however no atom chains. In case of the stretching of a nanocontact
with interactions according to the ’effective medium theory’ (EMT)8 single atom contacts
as well as atom chains have been found (top of fig. 1). In order to prevent the heating of
the wire due to the stretching work, a Nosé-Hoover thermostat has been implemented in
the molecular dynamics simulation.

Figure 1. Upper panel: total transmission (black) in units ofG0 = 2e2/h & minimal effective radius (red
dashed) in arbitrary units as a function of the stretching length (T=4.2K).Lower panel: shows the single chan-
nels; perpendicular lines: define regions with different channel numbers (written between the panels).
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In cooperation with JAN HEURICH and CARLOS CUEVAS, who developed9 -by using
a tight-binding-model and Green function techniques- a program for the current through a
nanocontact, conductivity curves (in different channels)have been determined7. In figure
1 in the top panel the total transmission (black) in units ofG0 = 2e2/h and the radius
of the minimum cross section10 perpendicular to the stretching direction (red dashed) in
arbitrary units as a function of the stretching length are shown (T=4.2K). The lower panel
shows the contribution of the individual channels. The vertical black lines define regions
with different channel numbers.
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Figure 2. Left : Conductance measurement of Gold as function of distance (zero corresponds to the break of
the nano wire)(T < 100mK); numbers in the figure: experimentally measured channelnumbers. From Ref. 5.
Right: Total conductance (blue), averaged over 5 adjacent configurations (black) and radius of the minimum
cross section (red) in function of the stretching length7.

We would like to emphasize the following results:

• change of effective radius- & conductance: if there are only few atoms at the con-
tact point, an abrupt atom rearrangement (jump of the red effective radius curve) is
correlated with the breakdown of individual channels.

• effective radius constant & change of conductance: The conductance is not totally
determined by the atoms of the constriction: e.g. in Fig. 1 between the first, vertical
black line and the first dashed line: the effective radius (red dashed) changes hardly,
but the conductance falls off. Reason: atom rearrangementsin the vicinity of the
constriction.

• jump of the effective radius & no jump of the conductancefor example in Fig. 2 (right
side): the upper both atoms migrate from the narrowest constriction. That’s why the
partly covered, blue atoms become uncovered (minimal effective radius (red) jumps).
The conductance, however, does not jump at this point, but decreases gradually due
to atom rearrangements in the vicinity of the constriction.

The conductance through an atom wire is slightly smaller than G0 and only one chan-
nel contributes (Fig. 1). The qualitative agreement with the experiment (Fig. 2 (left side):
T < 100mK; the numbers in the plot denote the number of channels)is good, the conduc-
tivity fluctuations seem to be slightly higher compared to the experiment.
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Figure 3. Solid CO- (left) and N2- pore condensate in a hardR = 14 Å-pore at2 K. Light: Particles with
FCC-type neighborhood. Dark: HCP-type neighborhood. Particles, which cannot assigned be to any symmetry,
are not shown (border particles). Top: a FCC- cell taken fromthe CO- pore condensate.

Because every stretching process is a little bit different,at the moment we are calcu-
lating conductance histograms7 which were directly measured in experiments. In future
work we plan to apply Car-Parrinello methods for the computation of the atomic configu-
rations near the constriction7. Such methods have been used recently for the computation
of structural and electronic properties of Si4-clusters on solid surfaces3.

3 Phase Transitions in Nano-Pores

Another research topic in our NIC-project were structures,phase transitions and quantum
effects in pore condensates, which we studied by a combination of finite-size-scaling meth-
ods and PIMC11–14. The effect of the finite pore diameter and the strength of theinteraction
between the particle and the cylinder wall on the structuresand phase diagrams has been
computed, in particular in the solid phase. Besides a reduction of the critical temperature of
the adsorbate-condensate phase transition with decreasing pore diameter several interest-
ing effects on the crystallization scenario have been found. In case of strong particle-wall
interactions the system freezes at low temperatures in layers from the cylinder wall to the
axis, in case of weak particle-wall interactions solid structures appear locally, which are
known from bulk-materials. The crystallization process can consist of two stages, in which
parts of the system close to the cylinder wall freeze at a higher temperature than the rest of
the system at the pore axis. In experiments15 two stages crystallization phenomena have
been observed as well. Besides this solid-liquid- interfaces with meniscus shape have been
found in our studies. Quantum effects on phase diagrams havebeen quantified by the path
integral Monte Carlo method, which is briefly described below:

Canonical averages< A > of an observableA in a system defined by the Hamiltonian
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H = Ekin + Vpot of N particles in a volumeV are given by:

〈A〉 = Z−1 tr [A exp(−βH)] . (1)

HereZ = tr [exp(−βH)] is the partition function andβ = 1/kBT is the inverse tem-
perature. Utilizing the Trotter–product formula,

exp(βH) = lim
P→∞

(exp(−βEkin/P ) exp(−βVpot/P ))P , (2)

we obtain the path integral expression for the partition function:

Z(N, V, T ) = lim
P→∞

(
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Here,m is the particle mass, integerP is the Trotter number andr(s)
k denotes the coordinate

of particlek at Trotter-indexs, and periodic boundary conditions apply,P + 1 = 1. This
formulation of the partition function allows us to perform Monte Carlo simulations16 for
increasing values ofP approaching the true quantum limit forP → ∞. Thermal averages
in the ensemble with constant pressurep are given via the corresponding partition function
∆(N, p, T ) =

∫ ∞

0
dV exp[−βpV ]Z(N, V, T ).

For light (Ne) particles the critical temperature and the condensate density is reduced
by about 10 % compared to the classical case. The quantum mechanical ground state oscil-
lations destabilize the system and result in smaller phase transition temperatures. Structural
changes due to ground state oscillations have been found as well, in particular the occu-
pancy of positions on the cylinder axis due to packing effects have been analyzed for light
and heavy particles. As an important conclusion of our studies it turns out, that a complete
overview on the fluid and solid structures and phase diagramsin pore condensates at low
temperatures can only be obtained by taking the quantum effects into account- which can
be done efficiently by PIMC. Based on these results, we investigate11, 17 the properties of
molecular pore condensates (N2, CO). Our studies11, 17show that at low temperatures inter-
esting solid structures appear, in which particles locallyhave FCC- or HCP- neighborhood,
s. Fig. 3. The influence of the quantum mechanics and the strength of the particle-wall in-
teraction and the pore diameter as well as the new phase transitions due to the molecular
orientational degrees of freedom will be analyzed.

4 PIMC - Studies of Hard Bose Fluids

Exploiting path integral Monte Carlo methods we studied18 the behavior of the fluid phase
of quantum mechanical hard sphere- and disk- systems including the superfluid phase tran-
sition. The partition function for a bosonic system is obtained by - in addition to Eq. (3) -
taking into account the connectivity of the permutationsP of the Trotter-chain end points
of Bose particles with the Trotter-chain starting points ofother Bose particles. By sampling
the winding numberW we analyzed the superfluid fraction19:

ρS

ρ
=

m
�
2

〈W2〉L2

2βN
+ O(v4) , (4)

whereL is the side length of the simulation box,ρ is the density,ρS is the superfluid den-
sity, and the winding number is the number of times we have to invoke periodic boundary
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Figure 4. Left side: Connected Trotter chains for two dimensional hard Bose fluids (P=8) in a configuration
with Wx = 1. Right side: Superfluid fraction of a two dimensional hard Bose fluid with particles of diameter
σ = 2.56 Å and massm = 4u at a densityρ∗ = 0.282 (N=23, P=8).

conditions when following a path:
∑N

i=1(rPi
− ri) = WL. In Fig. 4 we show a typical

connected Trotter chain spreading over the box and the superfluid fraction of a two dimen-
sional hard Bose fluid as a function of temperature for P=8. The transition is rounded due
to the finite size of the system (N=23). Further studies of theeffect of external potentials
on the Bose condensation are scheduled.

5 Elastic and Structural Properties of Model Colloids

Other research topics which have been studied by us aim at a better understanding of the
properties of colloidal systems in two dimensions. Since about 40 years the nature of
the melting transition in the system of hard disks with translational degrees of freedom in

Figure 5. NpT-Simulation of a binary mixture (particle fraction p = 0.5) of N = 1800 hard discs with a
diameter ratio ofa = 0.414 at a pressure ofp∗ = 36. This is a snapshot of the configuration after11000000
Monte Carlo steps. The right hand picture shows connection lines between particles of the same species, which
are next neighbours (distance≤ 1.4· particle diameter)20.
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Figure 6. Left : NVT-Simulation of the quenched strain-strain fluctuations (for definitions see Ref. 22) versus
relative subsystem lengthLb/L of a hard disk system (N = 3072) with 1% (immobile) point-impurities20. For
100 arbitrary placements of the impurities in the initial configuration simulations were performed, that evalu-
ated550000 data points each.Right: Elastic constants versus impurity concentration obtained from the NVT-
Simulations of a hard disk system withN = 3072 particles and a varying percentage of point-impurities.With
the slopesS++, S−− andS33 of the linear regression functions of the linear part of the strain-strain fluctuation
curves the elastic constantsβB = 1

2S++
, βµ = 1

2S
−−

− P ∗ andβµ = 1

2S33
− P ∗ were calculated. The

pressure was calculated from the free volume expressionP ∗ = 2ρ/(2
√

3ρ − 1)20.

two dimensions is under debate in the literature. By a new finite-size-scaling procedure22

the elastic constants in this system have been analyzed24, 25. According to these results
the behavior of the system is consistent with the predictions of the KTHNY theory23, 26.
By application of such a method to configurations obtained experimentally by video mi-

Figure 7. Configurations from a NpT-Simulation of a A-B hard sphere mixture (3D) withN = 1620 particles,
diameter ratio 0.5272 and concentrationxA = 0.5. Left side: Disordered configuration atp = 40, starting
configuration: perfectAB2 ordered structure;Right side: Slightly disordered configuration atp = 70, starting
configuration: perfectAB2 ordered structure21. TheAB2 packing arrangement consists of layers of large closed-
packed A particles, which are aligned directly above each other along the c axis normal to the layer. The B
particles fill all the hexagonal cavities forming intervening layers. The size ratio was chosen in such a way, that
the small B particles exactly fit into the cavities when each large particle is in contact with its neighbors. All the
particles are shown with half of their diameter for clarity reasons.
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croscopy methods it was possible to analyze precisely experimental results on the elasticity
of colloidal systems36.

In future studies we plan to analyze in detail colloidal mixtures with different diam-
eters in two20 and three21 dimensions, and to study the composition dependency of their
phase behavior and the elastic properties. A priori it is notobvious if such systems are
softer or harder compared to the corresponding monodisperse systems, and a systematic
study is required in order to design materials with well defined elastic properties at a later
stage. Besides this, already in two spatial dimensions interesting structures have been
found which significantly deviate from the traditional triangular lattice for certain diameter
ratios, s. Fig. 5. In Fig. 6 elastic constants for hard disk systems with additional immo-
bile point impurities have been computed. Already for a concentration of 1 % impurities a
strong increase of the shear modulus by about 25% is found compared to the pure hard disk
system. In case of hard sphere mixtures in 3D interesting solid structures at high pressures
have been found as well, see Fig. 7.

The nature of the phase transitions in systems with elliptical particle shapes is of great
interest as well, since in this case soft and hard “directions” exist in the solid (parallel
and perpendicular to the main particle axes) and deviationsfrom the KTHNY scenario
can be expected. Such systems shall be studied in the future as well as systems with
antiferromagnetic interactions.

6 Quantum Effects on Phase Diagrams of Nano-Systems in External
Potentials

Hard and soft disks in external periodic potentials show rich phase diagrams with freezing
and melting phase transitions when the density of the systemis varied27. In the NIC-
project large scale Monte Carlo simulations have been done in order to determine the phase
diagram by detailed finite-size-scaling analyses of different thermodynamic quantities like
the order parameter, its cumulants and other quantities forvarious values of the density and
amplitude of the external potential28–30, 32–34. In case of hard disks we found clear evidence
for the appearance of a reentrant fluid phase over a significant region of parameter values29.
We thus have shown by our simulations, that the hard disk system has a phase behavior as
it is known from experiments with charge stabilized colloids27, a system which undergoes
a phase transition from a fluid to a solid phase with increasing amplitude of a periodic
laser field, and for larger amplitudes another phase transition to a reentrant fluid phase.
Our data are in partial agreement with the results of a theoryof laser induced melting.

with ext. potential

σ

without ext. potential

σx

x

Figure 8. Schematic picture of the effect of an external periodic potential of the formV (x, y) = V0 sin(x/a)
on the “effective” diameter of quantum hard disks.
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Figure 9. Phase diagram in the density (ρ∗ = ρσ2)- potential amplitude (V0/kBT )- plane for a system with
N=400 particles,m∗ = mTσ2 = 10.000 (“qm”) and m∗ = ∞ (classical) and Trotter orderP = 64.

The differences and similarities of the systems with weak potentials (DLVO, 1/r12) and the
relation to the experiment have been analyzed30, 33, 34.

These results shall be completed by further comparative studies. Besides these classi-
cal studies we explore the validity of our results on atomic length scales. In this context
we were able to investigate the properties of quantum hard disks with a finite particle mass
m and interaction diameterσ in an external periodic potential by PIMC28, 35. Due to the
quantum delocalization effect a larger effective particlediameter results, and in the external
potential this delocalization is asymmetrical: in the direction perpendicular to the potential
valleys we obtain a stronger particle localization than parallel to the valleys, s. Fig. 8. As
a result the reentrance region in the phase diagram is significantly modified in comparison
to the classical case, s. Fig. 9. Due to the larger quantum “diameter” the transition den-
sities at small potential amplitudes are reduced in comparison to the classical values. At
large amplitudes the classical and quantum transition densities merge. This effect is due
to the approach of the effective quantum disk size to the classical value in the direction
perpendicular to the potential valleys and leads to the surprizing prediction, that the quan-
tum crystal in a certain density region has a direct transition to the phase of the modulated
liquid by an increase of the potential amplitude. This scenario is not known in the classical
case. We plan to explore this interesting topic for systems with different particle masses by
PIMC studies and finite-size-scaling methods. Besides thiswe plan to analyze the order of
the phase transition at high potential amplitudes by an application of our new method for
the computation of elastic constants. The influence of a potential with higher symmetry
shall be explored as well as the effect of the potential amplitude on the Bose condensation
in case of systems with Bose statistics.
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